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Our staff loved this product,” shared a California 
dentist who evaluated Perfectemp10 for Dental 
Product Shopper. “In the beginning we used the 

product mainly in [the] anterior and for bruxers, but even-
tually it was used for every patient because of the ease of 
use and esthetics.” 

Thirteen dentists and 1 dental assistant evaluated 
DenMat’s Perfectemp10 temporary material for DPS and 
rated its handling, setting time, strength and esthetics 
along with other features and overall satisfaction.

Handling/Cleanup
Manufacturer Description: Developed with a minimal 

oxygen inhibited layer for optimal handling, Perfectemp10 
is indicated for use with temporary crowns, partial crowns, 
bridges, inlays, onlays and veneers. Available in a conve-
nient 10:1 automix formula in a cartridge or syringe, the 
low-shrinkage material has a working time of 40 seconds, 
generates minimal heat, and contains no Bisphenol A.

Evaluator Feedback: “[Perfectemp10] mixed easily, 
handled easily [and made] cleanup easy,” revealed a West 

Virginia evaluator. A dentist who said, “I think it handles 
very well,” recommended, “When used in a matrix, I would 
like to see it not flow so much.” When asked what they 
liked best about Perfectemp10, 3 evaluators said “ease of 
handling” and 4 said “ease of use.” 

An evaluator in practice for 18 years reported, “I used 
it to fabricate temporary crowns around implants and it 
does a good job copying abutments and implant unions.” 
A dentist from Totowa, NJ, “loved the handling qualities,” 
and a Kingston, NY, dentist said the material was “easy to 
clean up.” 

Setting Time and Strength
Manufacturer Description: With accelerated set times, 

Perfectemp10 will autocure with an initial set of 1:30 to 
2:30 minutes intraorally, providing full polymerization 
without the use of a light source in 4:30 minutes. High flex-
ural strength (120 MPa) combined with high compressive 
strength (400 MPa) provide stability and durability while 
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DenMat’s Perfectemp10 is a highly esthetic, mul-
tifunctional acrylic composite used for fabricating 
strong, reliable temporary crown and bridge resto-
rations at a price 30% less than other leading 10:1 
temporary materials.

“
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maintaining flexibility without brittleness. 
Evaluator Feedback: “For a single 

crown, the set time is perfect. But for a 
bridge, the set time may be a little too 
fast,” shared a San Francisco evaluator. A 
dentist in practice for 33 years liked the 
“fast set” best, and a New York evaluator 
liked that “the setting time is really fast.”

Regarding strength, a dentist from 
California remarked, “I was pleasantly 
surprised by its ability to withstand frac-
ture in high impact areas.” Other com-
ments about strength were, “When try-
ing to remove the temp in [its] gel/solid 
state, I’ve had issues a couple times with 
the temp fracturing” and “It was stronger 
than the product I usually use.” 

Esthetics and Polishability
Manufacturer Description: In its 50 

mL cartridge form, Perfectemp10 is 
available in 5 shades (A1, A2, A3.5, B1, 
and BL2) and comes with 15 automix 
tips. It is also available in a 10 mL syringe 
that includes 8 automix tips and comes in 
3 shades (A1, A2, and A3.5). Because of 
its small filler particle size, Perfectemp10 

creates a glossy, natural-looking luster 
with minimal to no polishing required, 
and its excellent translucency creates nat-
urally beautiful temporaries.

Evaluator Feedback: “Patients really 
had great feedback on its esthetics for 
anterior temporaries,” remarked a dentist 
in practice for 10 years, who would like 
to see “more variety of shades.” A New 
Jersey evaluator liked the material’s “very 
good esthetics” best and concluded that it 
“gives a nice esthetic result.” 

Overall Satisfaction
All of the evaluators rated their over-

all satisfaction with Perfectemp10 as 
excellent, very good or good, and 12 of 

them said they would definitely or prob-
ably purchase it in the future. “This is as 
good as [a competing product] and better 
than most other temp materials that are 
not 10:1 ratio,” reported a dentist from 
Lisle, IL, who rated his overall satisfac-
tion as very good and would probably 
purchase the material. 
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would definitely 
or probably 
recommend 
Perfectemp10 to 
their colleagues. 

93%

said Perfectemp 10 
is much better 
or somewhat 
better than similar 
products.

71%

Perfectemp10 is a  
winner.
Jonathan Dubin, DMD 

Atlanta, GA

Excellent material,  
sets quick.
Donald Roman, DMD

Paramus, NJ 

[I would like] more  
variety of shades.
Edward Lew, DMD 

Bellflower, CA
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4.5Strength

4.4Handling/cleanup
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4.5Polishability

4.4Minimal heat generation

4.3Esthetics

4.5Setting time

AVERAGE SCORE (out of 5)
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